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BOOK REVIEW 
Introduction to Mathematical Biology. By S. 1. RUBINOW. Wiley-Interscience, New York, 1975, 386 pp. $22. 
For the mathematician who wants to get involved with biochemical or biological applications, this book is indeed welcome. 
Designed for life-science graduate students with no math beyond calculus, it provides succinct definitions or comments to 
explain both mathematical and biological terminology, and sketches some requisite mathematics in appendices. The math and 
the biology are honest, reflecting the author’s long experience, and relevant to present-day research methods. 
Cell growth in chemostats, bacterial mutation, and other well-defined population problems motivate discussions of first and 
second-order differential equations, limit cycles, and the fitting of models to measured data. Enzyme kinetics is carried from 
elementary Michaelis-Menton theory through convincing elementary discussions of singular perturbation principles and 
graph-theory methods of solving chemical equilibrium equations. The reader is shown how to draw useful conclusions from 
data plotted in appropriate ways (e.g. Lineweaver-Burk) that give linear or other recognizable curves in simple situations. 
Digital computer methods are never mentioned in this book, which even in an elementary text seems old-fashioned. The 
student should be told that good computer methods for enzyme kinetics are available; mathematicians have worked with 
chemists and biologists to develop numerical methods for these “stiff” differential equations. Compartmental analysis and 
physiological tracer methods (Chapter 3). well-known for their ill-conditioned numerical behavior, would also have been an 
appropriate place to discuss computer algorithms. The author does, however, show mathematically the consequences of various 
tracer injection and compartment observation tactics. 
Chapter 4 introduces biological fluid dynamics, such as steady blood Row, and the swimming of microorganisms. (The 
mathematician interested in this should see Sir James Lighthill’s recent papers. The interpretation of flagellar motion has 
changed since Rubinow wrote.) The last chapter is on diffusion: Fick’s Laws, olfactory communication, membrane transport, 
convective transport, etc., with exact and approximate solutions of the partial differential equations. 
Each chapter is followed by a set of good problems, with solutions given in detail at the end of the book. Throughout, the 
illustrations are useful to the reader and of good quality. This is a good book, and I recommend it (but why not tell the students 
about computers?). 
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